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Abstract. Metamaterial (MM) is emerging as a promising approach to manipulate electromag-
netic waves, spanning from radio frequency to the optical region. In this paper, we employ an
effect called electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) in all-dielectric MM structures to
create a narrow transparent window in opaque broadband of the optical region (580-670 nm).
Using dielectric materials instead of metals can mitigate the large non-radiative ohmic loss on
the metal surface. The unit-cell of MM consists of Silicon (Si) bars on Silicon dioxide (SiO2) sub-
strate, in which two bars are directed horizontally and one bar is directed vertically. By changing
the relative position and dimension of the Si bars, the EIT effect could be achieved. The optical
properties of the proposed MM are investigated numerically using the finite difference method with
commercial software Computer Simulation Technology (CST). Then, characteristic parameters of
MM exhibiting EIT effect (EIT-MM), including Q-factor, group delay, are calculated to evaluate
the applicability of EIT-MM to sensing and light confinement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, metamaterial (MM) has emerged as an outstanding field involving
materials science, engineering, optics, and nanoscience. Attention to MM is attributed to its ex-
citing physical behaviors, such as negative refraction [1], reversed Doppler effect [2], reversed
Cherenkov radiation [3]. The properties of MM are determined by its resonance structure rather
than constituent materials. One can design MM to achieve desired characteristics, as long as its
unit cell dimensions are subwavelength to satisfied effective medium theory [4]. As a result, the
application range of MM can vary according to structural dimensions, from frequency bands of
MHz [5], GHz [6], THz [7] to the optical region [8].
For years, many interesting effects such as perfect absorption [9], invisibility [10] and res-
olution enhancement [11] are demonstrated by exploiting MM. In addition, electromagnetically-
induced transparency (EIT) [12], which is originally a quantum effect, are also mimicked based on
MM. By using MM, one can overcome the rigorous requirements in creating quantum EIT effects,
such as high-intensity laser and cryogenic temperature. Moreover, the reported MMs could realize
the EIT effect in various spectra ranging from microwave, THz, to near-infrared region [13–15],
just by modifying its unit cell dimensions. Alongside the transparent property, the EIT effect also
gains attraction by the extreme dispersion in this region, leading to a significant reduction of the
group velocity of the incident wave. This feature offers promising applications in slow-light and
non-linear devices [13]. However, almost reported MMs exhibiting EIT effect (EIT-MMs) are
metallic-dielectric combinations [16]. The appearance of the metallic component, which is highly
lossy in the optical region, is the notable constraint to optical applications of EIT-MMs. Therefore,
the idea of all-dielectric EIT-MMs could avoid this obstacle to provide high index and low loss
optical devices [17].
In this work, we propose a simple silicon-based EIT-MM in the optical region. The de-
signed unit cell consists of two layers including silicon (Si) on the top and silicon dioxide (SiO2)
at the bottom. The structural configuration of Si layer can be decomposed as one vertical Si bar,
which plays role as a bright mode, and two horizontal Si bars, which serve as a dark mode. The
coupling between them will lead to the desired EIT effect in the optical region. In addition, the
structural geometry of Si layer is simple, which might be feasible for the current fabrication tech-
nology. Via the numerical method, we investigate the transparent feature of proposed EIT-MM
from 580 nm to 670 nm, as well as Q-factor and group delay. It could be noted that the nar-
row transparent region is highly sensitive to the refractive index of the surrounding environment.
Therefore, our proposed EIT-MM is a potential material for not only slow-light but also sensing
applications.
II. DESIGN AND SIMULATION
Unit cell of the proposed EIT-MM, which is shown in Fig. 1, consists of two layers, a three-
bar Si pattern deposited on a SiO2 substrate. The period of the unit structure is p = 500 nm in both
x and y directions. According to investigated wavelength region from 580 to 670 nm, we chose
structural parameters of EIT-MM are, in detail, l1 = l2 = l3 = 300 nm, w = 50 nm for the length and
width of dielectric bars, tm = td = 50 nm for the thickness of Si and SiO2 layers, respectively. The
distance between the center of two horizontal bars is d1 = 50 nm, and the distance between the
vertical bar to the unit cell central axis along y-direction is d2 = 50 nm. When d2 = 0, the vertical







Fig. 1. (a) EIT-MM unit cell scheme, (b) transmission spectrum of symmetric EIT-MM
structure, (c) distribution of electric field at transmission dip (636 nm) and (d) real and
imaginary parts of permittivities of Si and SiO2.
bar locates at the center of the unit cell. The dielectric parameters of Si [18] and SiO2 [19] are
obtained from reported experimental studies. The real and imaginary parts of permittivity values
of Si and SiO2 in the investigated wavelength region are shown in Fig. 1(d). In particular, the
imaginary parts of permittivities are nearly 0 for both Si and SiO2. The real part of Si-permittivity
slightly decreases from 16 to 15 as the wavelength increases. In contrast, the real part of SiO2-
permittivity is nearly unchanged. This value approximately equals to 2.5 in the whole investigated
wavelength range.
For simulation, we employ finite-difference frequency-domain software package CST Mi-
crowave Studio [20] to investigate the transmission properties and electromagnetic responses of
the proposed metamaterial. The incident plane wave is perpendicular to the surface of MM, in
which the electric and magnetic components are described as shown in Fig. 1. Two transmitters
and receivers are located on the sides of the structure along the z-axis to measure transmission
scattering parameters S21(ω) of the incident wave when interacting with the MM medium. In
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addition, we also simulate the electric field distribution of the structure to clarify the mechanism
of obtained electromagnetic responses.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we focus on analyzing transmission spectra and electromagnetic properties
of all-dielectric EIT-MM when varying structural parameters. Firstly, the transmission spectrum
of EIT-MM in the case of symmetric structure (d2 = 0) is shown in Fig. 1(b). As can be seen
from this figure, the symmetric structure provides a single-dip transmission spectrum with S21 is
less than 0.1 at wavelength of 636 nm, regarding the fundamental resonance of this structure. We
also investigate electric field distribution at the wavelength of 636 nm, and the result shows that








Fig. 2. (a) Simulated transmission spectra of EIT-MM structure in symmetric (solid line)
and asymmetric (dashed lines) cases and (b) Q-factor of transmission peak according to
values of d2.
When the symmetry of structure is broken (d2 6= 0), the initial dip is split away and a new
transmission peak appears in the same wavelength region [Fig. 2(a)]. This is also one of the
distinctions of the EIT effect in MM. The transmission peak gets higher and broader as the value
of d2 increases from 10 to 50 nm. The transmission of EIT-MM reaches the highest value when
d2 = 50 nm. In order to assess the transmission peak of all-dielectric EIT-MM, we calculate the





where f0 is the resonant frequency, ∆ f is given by the distance between frequency points near
the peak on the spectrum, at which the intensities reach half of their maximum value. From this
equation, we obtain the values of Q-factor following the variety of d2 as shown in Fig. 2(b). Q-
factor decreases as d2 increases and the highest value of Q-factor is obtained when d2 equals to
10 nm. However, with a higher Q-factor, the transmission undergoes lower intensity. Therefore,
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we set d2 = 30 nm to balance both properties and investigate the impact of another structural
parameter.
Fig. 3. Electric field distribution in (x, y) plane at (a) first transmission-dip 627 nm, (b)
transmission peak 632 nm and (c) second transmission-dip 640 nm.
To deeply understand the fundamental mechanism of the transmission peak, we investigate
the distribution of electric field on the EIT-MM structure at significant wavelength positions, in-
cluding both the dips and the peak (Fig. 3). At the wavelengths of two dips, the electric field
strongly focuses on the left part and right part of dielectric MM structure, for shorter and longer
wavelengths respectively [Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)]. Generally, in proper asymmetric-structure, the EIT
effect occurs in MM through the destructive interference between two different modes at the same
wavelength region. As a consequence of destructive interference, the electric field is strongly







Fig. 4. (a) Simulated transmission spectra of EIT-MM with various values of d1 and (b)
corresponding Q-factors.
Figure 4(a) shows the dependence of transmission characteristic on the gap between two
horizontal bars. The increase of d1 leads to a red-shift of resonant wavelength, and also causes
a slight reduction of transmission intensity. However, our first priority, Q-factor, raises until it
reaches an optimum value at a critical value of d1 = 60 nm, then it starts to decrease [Fig. 4(b)].
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the transmission and transmission phase spectra of the optimized EIT-
MM structure, and from this result, we finally investigate the capability of EIT-MM in slow light,























Fig. 5. (a) Transmission and (b) transmission phase spectra of optimized EIT-MM struc-
ture. Corresponding (c) group index and (d) group delay.
one of the most interesting characteristics of the EIT effect. Because the absorption and refraction
properties of the medium are correlative, EIT must change the refractive index of the system
when changing the absorption property [21]. The propagation velocity of the electromagnetic
wave decreases with the increase of the group refractive index. A strong dispersion occurs due
to the continuous steep change of phase in the transmission window, and this change reflects the
speed of wave propagation. Therefore, the analog of EIT is usually accompanying by a slow-light
effect [22, 23]. The group delay is used to describe the slow-light effect and is defined as [24]:
τg =−dϕ(ω)d(ω) (2)
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where c is the velocity of light in free space, vg and τg are group velocity and group delay in the
MM respectively, and D is the thickness of the MM. The group index of EIT-MM can reach 945
owing to strong dispersion of the transmission phase, as presented in Fig. 5(c). Meanwhile, the
maximum optical delay is 0.31 ps in the transmission window, as indicated in Fig. 5(d). These








Fig. 6. (a) Simulated transmission spectra of all-dielectric EIT-MM with the refractive
index of surrounding medium ranging from 1 to 1.1. (b) The transmission-peak wave-
length of the structure as a function of the refractive index.
In order to apply these characteristics of EIT-MM to practical devices, we also numerically
investigate the sensing capability of proposed structure. Here, we simulate the dependence of
transmission spectrum on the refractive index of surrounding medium. Figure 6(a) shows the
transmission spectra of EIT-MM immersed in different media with a refractive index ranging from
1 to 1.1. It is obvious that the peak position shifts towards the long wavelength as the background
refractive index increases. With the small changes of media, we also realize clearly the red-shift
of transmission peaks. A linear fit between the wavelength shift of the transmission peak and
the background-medium refractive-index is plotted in Fig. 6(b). According to the slope of the
linear fit, it is calculated that the sensitivity of EIT-MM is 135 nm/RIU. These results indicate the
potential of our proposed structure in optical sensing applications.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we propose a simple all-dielectric MM structure employing the EIT effect.
Our unit cell structure comprises of two horizontal and one vertical Si bars, which is feasible to
fabricate in practice. Typical characteristics of the EIT effect in MM are realized by the destructive
interference between two different modes in the same wavelength region. The proposed structure
is optimized by investigating structural parameters. The optimum structure shows a group index
of 945, a group delay of 0.31 ps and a refractive-index sensitivity of 135 nm/RIU. The outstanding
optical performance of this structure is expected to be used in a wide range of potential applica-
tions, including slow-light devices, sensors and information storage.
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